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BUSINESS ANALYSIS

The START-UP N.V.-LAB consists of 5 equal 
partners - 3 architects and 2 engineers.

The working group design, produce and super-
vise highly prefabricated renovation systems, 
that are adaptable to every climate situation. 
The designs are based on the 3 principles of 
N.V.-LAB, which are:
 -  Natural Ventilation
 -  Community
 -  Locality

The special feature of the working group is, that 
there is no permanent office, but the partners 
are travelling to their clients and start working 
and operating in place.

The START-UP offers its skills to a wide range of 
possible costumers, including Private People, 
Housing Companies, Construction Companies 
and Manufactories. 

In order to enable the mobility of the working 
group, without suffering a loss, they cooperate 
with local architecture or engineering offices by 
sharing their spaces and office structures. 
Furthermore, depending on the contract, N.V.-
LAB cooperates with local construction com-
panies or local manufactories in order to keep 
transportation distances as short and effectiv 
as possible. 

NATURAL VENTILATION

C    MMUNITY

LOCALITY
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SWOT - ANALYSIS

+
>  replicable and adaptable systems

>  wide range of costumers

>  cost-savings by cooperating with local office 

    structures

>  offering a wide range of values (social, eco-

     nomical, environmental) to the customers

>  big number of renovating needed buildings 

     all over Europe, especially concrete build-

     ings from the 1960s and 70s

>  relatively wide range of revenue streams

-
>  dealing with different regulations and laws 

     in different countries

>  highly depending on good cooperation part-

     ners+STRENGTHS

OPPORTU-
NITIES

-WEAKNESSES

THREATS
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MARKETING STRATEGY

PRODUCT POLICY
The working group N.V.-LAB tries to sell its 
adaptable Design-Product mainly consisting of 
Serving-Interior-Boxes and a Bufferzone-Bal-
cony-System, by calling attention to the wide 
range of values (see also Business Plan) cov-
ering economical, environmental and social 
issues. More over, the START-UP advertises its 
Design by promoting the high prefabrication  
and mass-production potential.

PRICE POLICY
As already mentioned, the design is highly 
prefabricateable, which leads to the option of 
mass-production. Mass-production offers a dis-
count potential possibility for large orderings. 
This makes the design especially interesting for 
large customers, like Housing Companies. 

DISTRIBUTION POLICY
The distribution should be mainly achieved by 
a Website designed and operated by the work-
ing group itsself. The Website should demon-
strate the general principles of the N.V.-LAB  
and already realized projects. Furthermore, the 
START-UP wants to gain attention, by partici-
pating at competitions and publishing newspa-
per articles. 

COMMUNICATION POLICY
The relationship between the working group 
and customers is aimed to be a personal one. 
By publishing contact information on the Web-
site of N.V.-LAB possible customers can easily 
contact the working group. 

CONTACT INFO

CHANNELS

COMMUNICATION
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SHORT- & LONG-TERM PROGNOSE

As the climate change is a big issue of the pres-
ent and will be in the future, there is a high de-
mand for sustainable thinking. Especially, the 
building stock of the 1960s and 1970s in Europe  
is huge and in quite bad conditions at the same 
time. In the next years, there will be a massive 
number of renovation and refurbishment pro-
jects based on the same conditions.

The approach of the N.V.-LAB is a very easi-
ly adaptable one and in combination with the 
high prefabrication potential,  it can be asumed 
that the short- and middle-term future of the 
designs made by the working group, is a good 
one. In particular the idea of mass-production 
has a good prognose. 

Coming to the long-term prognose, the demand 
of highly prefabricateable and sustainable sys-
tems should stay constant. In particular against 
the background, that the demand of renovation 
work will not disappear, as in 20 years the build-
ings of the 1980s and 1990s will need refurbish-
ment etc. Addmitedly, the building stock of the 
1960s and 70s is the largest and the renovation 
work will decrease after all the refurbishment of 
these buidlings are done, but the ideas of the 
working group N.V.-LAB are also adaptable 
to new buildings and offer a great variation of 
adaption possibilities and will be further devel-
oped in the years of usage and practicing. 


